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ABSTRACT
High-dimensional datasets occur frequently in various elds. Parallel co-
ordinates is well-known as a popular tool for visualizing the underlying
relationships among variables in high-dimensional datasets. This is accom-
plished by plotting each sample in terms of multiple vertical axes as a poly-
line. However, this representation still suers from visual clutter arising
from intersections among polyline plots especially when the number of data
samples and their associated dimension become high. This thesis presents
a method of alleviating such visual clutter by contracting multiple axes
through the analysis of correlation between every pair of variables. In this
method, we rst construct a graph by connecting axis nodes with an edge
weighted by data correlation between the corresponding pair of dimensions,
and then reorder the multiple axes by projecting the nodes onto the pri-
mary axis obtained through the spectral graph analysis. This allows us to
compose a dendrogram tree by recursively merging a pair of the closest axes
one by one. The proposed visualization platform helps the visual interpre-
tation of such axis contraction by plotting the samples along the composite
axis by referring to the principal component analysis and linear discrim-
inant analysis. Smooth animation of the associated axis contraction and
expansion has also been implemented to enhance the visual readability of
behavior inherent in the given high-dimensional datasets. A user study has
been also conducted to investigate how the correlations among coordinate
axes are better visualized using my approach, and this experimental results
demonstrated the capability of the proposed approach.
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